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Notes on characterization of paracompact frames 
A L E S P U L T R , J O S E F Û L E H L A 
Abstract. A proof of several characteristics of paracompactness in the general localic set-
ting using a procedure very similar to the classical one is presented. Of these, the ones 
concerning full normality and <r-local finiteness have been proved by other techniques be-
fore; we add characterizations by the existence of locally finite quasirefinements, and of 
<r-discrete refinements. 
Keywords: paracompact, c-locally finite, er-discrete, fully normal 
Classification: 54D18, 54J05, 06D99 
Paracompactness is one of these classical topological notions one can immediately 
transfer to locale (frame) theory. In classical topology one knows a variety of equiv-
alent properties of spaces. The equivalence of the most important of them has been 
proved in the general localic setting as well: full normality was treated by J.R.Isbell 
([3]) and C.H.Dowker and D.Papert Strauss ([1], where one has also other equiv-
alent properties, most notably the statement on partitions of unity); recently, Sun 
Shu-Hao ([8]) proved that the paracompactness is equivalent with the existence of 
cr-locally finite refinements. 
Still, there may be some interest in the question as to whether one can prove an 
equivalence theorem along the classical line (as e.g. in [5]). There is an obvious 
obstacle: namely the extensive use of general (not necessarily open) covers. In 
the present notes we shall show that, nevertheless, it can be done, the obstacle 
being removed by considering quasicovers (that is, system whose joins are dense). 
While thus imitating the set-topological approach we also obtain the equivalence of 
paracompactness with the existence of locally finite quasirefinements (which roughly 
corresponds to the classical characteristics by the existence of locally finite not 
necessarily open refinements), and with the existence of a-discrete refinements. 
Moreover, we think that thus obtained proof of the full normality and the cr-local 
finiteness results may appear, in some sense, more lucid. 
1. Preliminaries. 
1.1. As usual (see, e.g., [4]), a frame is a complete lattice A satisfying the dis-
tributivity law (Vj **•) A & = S/jfai A 6). Because of the distributivity, there is, for 
each a € -4, the largest element b such that 6 A a = 0, namely V( X N A a = 0}. It is 
called the pseudocomp lement of a and denoted by ->a. 
The relation < is defined by 
a < b if and only if -»a V b = 1. 
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(Note that, trivially, a < b implies a < 6, and x < a < b < y implies x < y.) A 
frame A is said to be regular if 
for each a £ A, a = \J{x\x < a}. 
1.2. Let X be a subset of a frame A and let a be in A. We put (see [7]). 
Ka = Y { a ; € X | a ; A a ^ 0 } . 
Let X, r be subsets of A. We set 
Kr={Xy|y€r}, ' K A r = { * A y | ; r € K , y € r } , 
and write 
X <Y 
if for each x £ X there is a y £ Y such that x < y. 
The following are trivial observations: 
(1.2.1) J A r ^ I a n d l A r ^ F . 
(1.2.2) If X X Ki and a < ax then Xa < Kiai. Consequently, if X < Xx and 
Y <YX then XT <XXYX. 
(1.2.3) Xa A b ^ 0 if and only if a A Xb £ 0. 
(1.2.4) V(-YAr) = \JXA\IY. 
(1.2.5) v K r = Kvy'. 
(1.2.6) ( K i A . . . A K n ) ( r i A . . . A r n ) x K 1 r i A . . . A X n r n . 
1.3. A subset X C A is said to be a cover if \j X = 1. The following are trivial 
observations: 
(1.3.1) By (1.2.4), in particular, if X, Y are covers, then X A Y is a cover. 
(1.3.2) If X is a cover of a regular frame A, then 
{y|y <3 x for some x £ X} 
is a cover of A. 
(1.3.3) If X is a cover then, for each a, Ka V -«a -= 1; that is, a < Xa. 
An element x € A is said be dense if a A x ^ 0 for each a ^ 0. A subset X C A 
is said to be a quasicover if V X is dense (that is, if for each a ^ 0 in A there is 
an x € X such that a A ar ^ 0). Obviously, 
(1.3.4) If X is a cover and Y a quasicover, then XY is a cover. 
Let X -< r . If K is a (quasi) cover we say that X is a (quasi)reflnement of Y. 
1.4. i4 cover X is said to Unitize (resp. separate) a subset Y C A if for each 
x £ X there are only finitely many (resp at most one) y £Y such that x A y ^ 0. 
A set r C A. is said to be locally finite (resp. discrete) if there is a cover X 
.unitizing (resp. separating) Y. It is said to be ^-locally finite (resp. <7-discrete) 
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oo 
if we can write Y = | J Yn with Yn locally finite (resp. discrete). Obviously, for 
n = l 
covers X,X' and X,, and subsets Y,Yi, 
(1.4.1) If X finitizes (resp. separates) Y and X1 -< X then X1 finitizes (resp. sepa-
rates) Y. 
(1.4.2) If X,, finitize Y< for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n then Xx A • • • A Xn finitizes Yx A • • • A Yn. 
In consequence of (1.4.1), in the definition of <7-local finiteness we may require 
that, moreover, Y\ C Y2 C . . . 
1.5. A non-void system U of covers of A is said to be a uniformity on A if 
(ul) U € U and U < V implies V € U, 
(u2) if U, V e U then U A V € W, and 
(u3) for each (7 € # there is a V € U such that VV X U. 
1.5.1. Remark. Put 
(7* = { \ / S | S C £/ such that for each a,b € 5,a A 6 ^ 0}, 
r/x = { y 5 | 5 c 17 such that /\S^0}. 
Obviously 
(7X C [ 7 * C l T i 7 C ( t l x ) x . 
Consequently, (u3) can be replaced by any of the following two conditions: 
(u3*) For each U € U there is a V € U such that V* X tf. 
(u3x) For each U €U there is a V € # such that Vx X (7. 
The condition (u3*) was used in [7], (u3 x ) will be handy in one of the proofs 
bellow. 
2. Various characteristics of paracompactness. 
2 .1 . A frame is said to be paracompact if each cover has a locally finite refinement. 
2.2. Proposition. Let A be a regular frame. If each cover has a locally finite 
quasirefinement then the system of all covers of A is a uniformity. 
PROOF : Let U be a cover and let Y be a locally finite quasirefinement of {x\x < 
u,u €U} (recall (1.3.2)). Thus, for each y € Y there is a u„ € U such that y < uy. 
Put 
W = {ty|Vy € Y(w <U9OTW< ^y)}. 
This will be shown to be a cover such that Wx -<U. 
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Let X be a cover finitizing F , let € X. We have 
xA\JW = 
= \f{x A u?|Vy € Y(w < uy or w A y = 0)} = 
= V { s A u>|Vy € Y(x A u> < uy or x A u> A y = 0)} = 
= Y { x A u>|Vy € F, a: A y ^ 0(x A u> < u , or x A u; A y = 0)} > 
> \/{x A u;|Vy € F,x A y ^ 0(u> < uy or u; A y = 0)} = 
= x A \/{u>|Vy € F, x A y ^ 0(u> < u-, or u? A y = 0)} 
Let y i , . . . , yn be those elements of F for which x A yi ^- 0. Thus, 
\/{w\Vy € F,x A y ^ 0(u> < uy or u; A y = 0)} = 
= y {u>|Vt,u; < uy. or w < -»y»} > 
n n 
- V* A a,,ia< = u*or a» = ~w} = A ^ » « v -w) = L 
i = i t= i 
Hence, x A V W = * and since X is a cover, \/W — \. 
Now let Wi £ W,i € J , be such that u> = /\jU>, ,£ 0. Since F is a quasicover, 
there is a y € F such that w A y ^ 0. Then, for each i € J, u>, ^ -«y and hence 
u>j < uy so that, finally, V ^ t <
 u y Thus, W x -< U. • 
Remark. The proof can be made very close to the classical one (see [5]) by defining, 
first, an element w of .A ® A by putting 
wo = /\{u9 <8> u„ V -»y <g> -»y|y € F } 
and then considering W = {u>|u> ® u> < u>o}. Then, of course, one has to use some 
properties of products of locales (coproducts of frames), which has been avoided 
here. 
2.3. Proposition. Let the system of all covers of A be a uniformity and let each 
cover have a locally finite quasirefinement. Then A is paracompact. 
PROOF : Let U be a cover of A, let X be a cover such that XX -< (7, let F be a 
locally finite quasirefinement of X and let Z finitize F . Let Z\ be a cover such that 
ZXZX < Z. Put W = Zi A X. Thus, 
WW < Z and W < X. 
Finally put V = WY. It is a cover (see (1.3.4)) and we have 
V = WY X XX < U. 
Let to 5 w and let w A WWi ^ 0 for some yi € F . Thus, by (1.2.3), Ww A y, / 0 
and since WW -< Z and Z finitizes F, y; are only finitely many. Thus, W finitizes 
V. m 
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2.4. Proposition. Let each cover of a regular frame A have a a-locally finite 
refinement. Then A is paracompact. 
PROOF : By 2.2 and 2.3 it suffices to prove that each cover has a locally finite 
oo 
quasirefinement. Let U be a cover and let Y be a refinement such that Y = |J Yn 
n=-l 
with Y\ C Yi C . . . locally finite. Let Xn finitize F„. 
For y G Y put n(y) = min{n|y € Fn} and choose an antireflexive well-ordering 
R on Y such that n(x) < n(y) implies xRy. 
Put Zn = Xn A Yn. By (1.2.4), y Zn = \JYn and hence Z = \jZn is a cover. 
Put y = y A -i Vi^kItyL ^ = {51y € Y}. Let a € A be non-zero. Let y be first 
in J? such that y A a ^ 0. Then a A y = a A y / 0 . Thus, V is a quasirefinement of 
[/. 
Finally we will show that Z Unitizes V. Indeed, let z be in Zn. Then there is 
a y € Yn such that z < y. Hence, if n(x) > n,z < \/{u\uRx} so that z A x = 0. 
Consequently, if z A yj ^ 0,y; are in F„, and since y% < y, and z < z\ for some 
*i G Kn>2/. are only finitely many. tt 
2.5. Proposition. £e< the system of all covers of A be a uniformity. Then each 
cover of A has a a-discrete refinement. 
PROOF : Take a cover U of A. Putting U = U$ choose inductively covers Un such 
that 
UnUn<Un-X. 
Choose an antireflexive well-ordering R on U\ and write 
uRv for (uRv or it = v). 
For u € U\ define inductively u(n) by putting 
«(1> = u, u(n+1> = E/-n+1«
(n). 
Put 
p(n) = y{I>(-)|t,fltt}. 
by (1.2.5) we have 
(i) P<?+1) = t w ( „ n ) -
Now put 
u("> = «(B> A -p ( ,n + 1), t! = {tx<n)|u € Iti, n = 1 ,2 , . . . } . 
I. £/ is a cover: 
We will prove that 
(2) for each «, J V ^ l * } = V V ^ ' l ^ ) ' 
n = - l n-=l 
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The equaHty obviously holds if u is the first element in R. Let it hold for all wRu. 
We have 
V \J{v{n)\vRu} = V (V{^n)lviM v S(n)) = 
n = l n = l 
oo oo 
= V ( V V ^ " ) i t , S u ' } v "(n)) = V ( V V {«(n)\vR*>}v «<n)) = 
n = l wRu n = l wRu 
op oo 
= V(V^n ) i t ; H u} v i I ( n ))= = V^ ( - n ) v ( n ( n ) A ^ n + 1 ) ) ) -
n = l n = l 
Since pik) < pi*+1) (by (1) and (1.3.3)) we proceed: 
• • • = V (p*n+2) v ("(n) A ^«n+1))) = 
n = l 
V (Ptn+2) V (u(n)) A (P(„n+2) V -p(«n+1))) = 
n = l 
oo oo oo 
= V (J»1"+1> v («(n)) = V (^n) v u(n)) = V W 0 ^ " } -
n = l n = l n = l 
Now, by (2), 
Vt>= v V V ^ ( n ) i v l u } ^ V ^ = L 
u£Ui n = l 
II. U refines U: 
Take u € l/i. Since l̂ iC/i -< U, there is a v € J7 such that 




(n> < £/(n> 
we obtain by induction (7nu
(n> < t;, and consequently uSn) < u(n> < v. 
III. £/ is cr-discrete: 
^, ** oo ^ 
Put tfn = {u
(n>|u € l^i}. We have £/ = \j Un. We will show that Un+X separates 
_ n = l 
£/n. Indeed let x A u
(n> ^ 0 for an x € (7n+1 and let uRv. We have x A u<
n> ^ 0 and 
hence x < u(n+!> < pi n + 1 ) so that x A -»pin+1) = 0 and hence i A t ^ n ) = 0. • 
2.6. Theorem, .£ei A 6e a regular frame. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) A is paracompact, 
(2) each cover of A has a locally finite quasirefinement, 
(3) the system of all covers of A is a uniformity, 
(4) each cover of a has a a-discrttt rtfinemtnt, 
(5) each cover of A has a a-locally finite refinement. 
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PROOF : Trivially (1)=> (2), (2)-=>(3) is in 2.2, (3)=>(4) is in 2.5, (4)=> (5) is trivial 
and (5)=>(1) follows from 2.2 and 2.3. • 
2.7. Remark. In a regular locale A, the system U of all covers is admissible in 
the sense that A = Au (see [7], or A = [A : U] in the notation of [6]). Thus, the 
system of all covers of a paracompact frame makes it to a uniform frame (see [3], 
m). 
3. Remarks on full normality. 
3.1. The characteristics of paracompactness which we have encountered as (3) in 
Theorem 2.6, and amounting in fact to 
(3') for each cover U of A there is a cover V of A such that VV -< U, 
corresponds to the property which is in the classical case refered to as full nor-
mality (and this expression is used in [1] and [3] in the general context, too). This 
is justified by the fact that the normality of a topological space is equivalent to the 
statement that 
for each finite open cover there is a finite star refinement. 
It is perhaps worth showing explicitly that this holds for general frames as well 
and hence using the atribute "fully normal" for frames satisfying (3') is indeed 
justified. 
3.2. Recall that a frame is normal if for a i , a2 such that ai V a2 = 1 there are 
6i, 62 such that a, V 6* = 1 and 61 A 62 = 0. In fact we have 
Lemma. A is normal if and only if for any finite cover { a i , . . . , a n } there are 
n 
6t, i = 1 , . . . , n such that ai V 6,- = 1 and f\ 6j = 0. 
t= i 
PROOF by induction: Let the statement hold for n and let \/"^l a, = 1. We have 
n - l 
bi,..., 6n_i, x such that a,* V6, = 1 for i < n — 1, an Van+i Vz = 1 and a: A /\ bi = 0. 
issi 
By normality there are 6n,y such that an V 6n = 1,an+i V x V y = 1 and 6n A y = 0. 
Again, there are 6n+i, z such that an+i V 6n+i = l , x V y V z = l and 6n+i A z = 0. 
Thus, 
n+l n - l 
f\ bi = ( f\ bi; A bn A 6 n + i ) A (x V y V z) = 0. 
1=1 1=1 
• 
3.3. Lemma. Let A be normal and let a V 6 = 1. Then there is a finite cover U 
of A such that UU X{a ,6} . 
PROOF : Choose u,v such that a V u = l = 6Vt> and u A v = 0 and, further, 
u', v' such that 6 V v ' = l = t ;Vi i ' and u' A v' = 0. It is easy to check that 
U = {v\ b A i>, u' A a, u) has the required properties. • 
3.4. Proposition. Let A be a frame. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) A is normal, 
(2) for each finite cover U there is a finite cover U' such that U'U' -< U, 
(3) for each finite cover U there is a cover U' such that U'U' -< U. 
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PRCX>F : (1)-=K2): If U = {au... , a „} , we have, by 3.2, Ut A • • • A Un X U where 
Ui = {a t ,6,}. Choose by 3.3 U\ such that U[U[ •< C7t. Put U' = U{A---A Un. By 
(1.2.6), U'U' X 17. 
(2)=»(3) trivially. 
(3)=t>(l): Let atVa2^ 1, let UU X {aj ,a 2}. Put 
&i = \/{x\x € ^ , x ^ a , - } . 
Obviously a,- V 6,- = 1. Now let u,- € 17 be such that u, jt a,. Then i7ui < a2; since 
u2 jt a2 necessarily uj A u2 = 0. Thus, by distributivity, b\ A b2 = 0. • 
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